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CONTINUOUS APPROACH IN SELF-OPTIMIZING

NEURAL NETWORKS

DMITRII MITROSHENKOV‡

Abstract. A. Horzyk’s Self-Optimizing Neural Network (SONN) is a perspec-
tive approach in machine learning that utilizes the initial processing of training

data (TD) into Global Discrimination Coefficients (GDCs). The GDCs are

used for establishing topology of SONN and are computed using normalized
sums of input vectors. This paper suggest a change to GDC estimation so

that it would utilize elements of V. Vapnik’s Empirical and Structural Risk

Minimization (ERM and SRM) theories for better approximation of TD. This
article is a shortened version of a master’s thesis under the same title.

1. Introduction

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are among the most popular and ef-
fective forms of learning systems [1], and are inspired by natural neural
networks, such as central and peripheral nervous systems. Basic features of
neural networks are individual computing units (neurons) and specific sets
of connections between them. The way how these are organized define the
architecture and properties of ANN. Neurons are characterized by the num-
ber of input connections, activation function and output connection (one, in
general case) [2]. The connections between neurons are defined with associ-
ated weights and the way they organize the network. These connections are
defining the hierarchy of neuron activation by segregating them into various
kinds of structures, such as graphs, clusters and layers. ANNs share similar
properties of natural neural systems: association, plasticity, learning ability,
etc. But due to such interconnected nature, ANNs suffer problems associ-
ated with training: initiation, convergence, overfitting, stopping condition,
topology establishment. This article focuses on specific type of ANN that is
free of such issues - A. Horzyk’s Self-Optimizing Neural Network 3 (SONN-
3) [3] that can be used for both supervised and unsupervised learning.
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This paper is organized as follows. Next chapter describes details about
SONN, Chapter 3 introduces notions from Vapnik’s learning theory and
Chapter 4 presents suggestions to SONN’s improvement. Experiment re-
sults are presented in the conclusion.

2. SONN-3

SONN belongs to the class of constructive neural networks. Such ANNs
utilize constructive algorithms that result in production of reduced topolo-
gies for classification problems. This ANN can be used as a universal clas-
sifier for various real, integer or binary input data, even for highly non-
separable data [4]. The key idea of SONNs is that in case the TD is available
and no new training samples are added during adaptation process, global
features of training set could be extracted and used to optimize the topol-
ogy of ANN [5]. SONN-3 consists of three subnetworks with specific tasks:
Lossy Binarizing Subnetwork (LBS), Aggregation Reinforcement Subnet-
work (ARS) and Maximum Selection Subnetwork (MSS). Their structural
elements are shown at figure 1.

Figure 1. Structural elements of SONN’s subnetworks: (a)
Lossy Binarizing Neuron (LBN), (b) Aggregation Reinforce-
ment Neuron (ARN), (c) Maximum Selection Neuron (MSN)

The LBS converts all real vectors into binary ones using the automatic
discriminative lossy binary conversion algorithm (ADLBCA) [6], without
losing discrimination properties of real input data. This layer is emphasiz-
ing the most important ranges of real input values. LBS neurons convert real
values into a set of special ranges that is suitable for differentiating classes.
ADLBCA finds a possibly minimal set of discriminative lossy binary con-
version ranges (DLBCRs) for all real data input features and converts the
values νt from the ranges R = [Ltm;P tm] into the value +1 and other values
outside these ranges into −1 using equation 1.

(1) fLBk (νr, R) =

{
+1 Lkm ≤ νr ≤ P km where R = [Lkm, P

k
m]

−1 otherwise
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This selection also contributes to pre-differentiation and pre-discrimination
of some training cases and help ARS to ultimately to discriminate them.
The example of DLBCRs and LBS for Iris dataset is shown at figure 2.

Figure 2. The LBS and DLBCRs constructed for Iris dataset

ARS takes as input the outputs of LBS and is responsible for actual find-
ing of various cases and classes. ARS topology is data-dependent and is ad-
justed according to Global Discrimination Coefficients (GDCs). In general,
each unique training set will derive ARS layer through complex optimizing
process after the statistical analysis of the TD and probabilistic estimation
of all discrimination features in view of all classes, whole data set and taking
into account the quantitative differences of class representation. The ARS
architecture is always constructed individually for each data set and weights
are precisely computed to reflect the discrimination and representative prop-
erty of any given data. In SONN-3, ARS automatic configuration can be
proceeded only for bipolar binary inputs (BBIs) {−1; 1}. Construction of
ARS begins with computation of GDCs for all BBIs, which is described
in detail in section 2.1. ARNs aggregate inputs of various cases together
if they have the same values (without losing or rounding off any values)
and reinforce the values which best discriminate and best represent training
cases in-between various classes. All reinforcement factors and weights are
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dependent on the appropriate values of GDCs.

xi = fARi (uks , ..., ukt , xp) = w
xp
0 +

∑
j∈{ks,...,kt}

wxij uj(2)

d
ARp
0 =

∑
j∈J

dj(3)

w
ARp
0 =

d
ARp
0∑

j∈{ks,...,kt} dj
(4)

wARrj =


un,Rk d+k∑

j∈{ks,...,kt}
dj

if un,Rk ≥ 0

un,Rk d−k∑
j∈{ks,...,kt}

dj
if un,Rk < 0

(5)

The ARNs always produce their outputs in the range of [−1, 1] and are
interconnected to the other ARNs or Maximum Selection Neurons (MSNs)
of MSS. ARNs propagate the sum of discrimination coefficient values of all
previous connections to ARNs of the next layer during the ARS construc-
tion. The ARNs compute their outputs as an appropriately weighted sum
of their inputs (equation 2). The propagation of information between ARNs
never spoils discrimination properties of neurons of previous layers because
inter-neuron weights (equation 4) are computed to keep the influence of
GDCs of all previous layers on a computation in the next layers (equation
3). After the GDCs have been computed for all BBI features of all train-
ing cases, it is determined which GDCs will be used as obligatory. The
larger GDC value is the better discrimination property it represents. Be-
sides obligatory GDCs there are usually many other GDCs with large values
that can have equal values obligatory GDCs. This GDCs are called optional
because it can be represented in the ARS architecture without additional
construction elements. All other not null values that are established for the
same input features as obligatory ones should be taken into account when
discriminating.

After all GDCs of all training cases are classified, the obligatory GDCs of
various training cases can be grouped together only if they have equal values
for some BBI. The obligatory and optional GDCs are grouped to minimize
a number of connections and a number of neurons without limiting exact
representation of the obligatory GDCs in this network. The obligatory and
optional GDCs that have equal values for the same input features and for
different training samples can be grouped together and represented using
a single connection. Such grouping and transformation achieve efficient
lossless compression of GDC information in the neural network. Aggregation
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Effectiveness Coefficients (AECs) are used to count how many obligatory
GDCs can be grouped and aggregated for each obligatory GDC value.

MSS consists of a single layer of Maximum Selection Neurons (MSNs).
Each MSN is responsible for the selection of a maximum output value for
the class it represents.

ym = fMS
m (uks , ..., ukt , xig , ..., xih) = max{uks , ..., ukt , xig , ..., xih}

Construction of this network is carried out during ARS construction and
ARNs that represent subsets of training cases of a single class that get
connected to appropriate MSN. Each single MSN corresponds to a specific
class of TD. If some MSN has a single input then this MSNs can be reduced.

2.1. Global Discrimination Coefficients. GDCs play the most signif-
icant role in ARS construction and computation of weights. GDCs are
computed for all ARS inputs and all training cases separately. They are
insensitive to the differences in a number of training cases that represent
various defined classes due to the normalization factor Qm. The quotients
Pmk /Q

m and Nm
k /Q

m in formulas 6 determine representativeness of bipolar
value for a given class if the value is representative then the quotients are
larger. The GDCs also include the coefficient, defining the differentiating
ability of a given bipolar binary value for a given class from other classes,
that is represented with the sum normalized by M − 1 in equation 6. In
other words, the more frequent a given bipolar binary value +1 or −1 is in
other classes, the less discriminating is this value for a class of a considered
training case. Pmk , Nm

k and Qm are defined as sums of positive 9, negative
10 and all values 8 respectively of BBI features. GDCs are the main mean
of estimating the significance of each real input feature value. The GDCs
are computed for each k-th value νk for each n-th raw training case νn of
the m-th class Cm:

(6)
∀m ∈ {1, ...,M}, ∀un : Cun ⊂ Cm, ∀n ∈ {1, ..., Q}, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,K} :

dnk+ =

{
Pmk

(M−1)Qm
∑M

h=1∧h6=m(1− Phk
Qh

) if fLBk (νnr , R) > 0 ∧ νn : Cνn ⊂ Cm

0 if fLBk (νnr , R) < 0 ∧ νn : Cνn ⊂ Cm

dnk− =

{
Nm
k

(M−1)Qm
∑M

h=1∧h6=m(1− Nh
k

Qh
) if fLBk (νnr , R) < 0 ∧ νn : Cνn ⊂ Cm

0 if fLBk (νnr , R) > 0 ∧ νn : Cνn ⊂ Cm

where M denotes a number of defined classes in training data, Q is a number
of all training cases, R is a range for which binarized data take value +1,
K is a number of BBIs of the ARS, V is a set of real training data input
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vectors, U is the set of binary transformed training data input vectors, νnk
is the k-th real input feature value for the n-th training case, un,Rr is the
r-th BBI feature value for the range R and for the n-th training case, the
fLBk is the function computing an output value for an LBN and Pmk , Nm

k
and Qm are defined by the following equations:

(7) un,Rk = fLBk (νnr , R)

(8) ∀m ∈ {1, ...,M} : Qm =
∑

un,Rk ∈ {un,R ∈ U : CU ∩ Cm, n ∈ {1, ..., Q}}

un,Rk

(9) ∀m ∈ {1, ...,M}, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,K} : Pmk =
∑

un,Rk ∈ {u ∈ U,CU ∪ Cm : fLBk (νnr ) > 0, n ∈ {1, ..., Q}}

un,Rk

(10) ∀m ∈ {1, ...,M}, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,K} : Nm
k =

∑
un,Rk ∈ {u ∈ U,CU ∪ Cm : fLBk (νnr ) < 0, n ∈ {1, ..., Q}}

−un,Rk

3. Chapter 2. V. Vapnik’s approach

In order to introduce possible improvement of SONN GDCs, the elements
of Vapniks ERM and SRM theories should be presented. Vapnik considers
the learning problem as a problem of finding a desired dependence using
a limited number of observations [7]. His general model of learning from
examples consists of three components:

• A generator of random vectors x ∈ Rn, drawn independently from
a fixed but unknown probability distribution function F (x).
• A supervisor that returns an output value y to every input vector
x, according to a conditional distribution function F (y|x), also fixed
but unknown.
• A learning machine capable of implementing a set of functions
f(x, α), α ∈ Λ, where Λ is a set of parameters.

The selection of the desired function is based on a training set of l indepen-
dent and identically distributed (IID) observations chosen according to

(11) F (x, y) = F (x)F (y|x) : (x1, y1), ..., (xl, yl)

To choose the best available approximation to the supervisor’s response, the
loss, or discrepancy, L(y, f(x, α)) should be measured between the response
y of the supervisor to a given input x and the response f(x, α) provided by
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the learning machine. Consider the expected value of the loss, given by the
risk functional

(12) R(α) =

∫
L(y, f(x, α))dF (x, y)

The goal is to find the function f(x, α0) that minimizes the risk functional
R(α) (over the class of functions f(x, α), α ∈ Λ) when the joint probability
distribution function F (x, y) is unknown and the only available information
is contained in the training set 11.

The general setting of the learning problem can be described as follows.
Let the probability measure F (z) be defined on the space Z. Consider the
set of functions Q(z, α), α ∈ Λ. The goal is to minimize the risk functional

(13) R(α) =

∫
Q(z, α)dF (z), α ∈ Λ

where the probability measure F (z) is unknown, but an IID sample

(14) z1, ..., zl

is given. These learning problems are particular cases of this general prob-
lem of minimizing the risk functional 13 on the basis of empirical data 14,
where z describes a pair (x, y) and Q(z, α) is the specific loss function.

In order to minimize the risk functional 13 with an unknown distribution
function F (z), the following inductive principle can be applied:
First, the risk functional R(α) is replaced by the so-called empirical risk
functional

(15) Remp(α) =
1

l

l∑
i=1

Q(zi, α)

constructed on the basis of the training set 14. Next, one approximates the
function Q(z, α0) that minimizes risk 13 by the function Q(z, αl) minimizing
the empirical risk 15.

This principle is called the empirical risk minimization inductive principle
(ERM principle). It can be said that an inductive principle defines a learning
process if for any given set of observations the learning machine chooses the
approximation using this inductive principle. In learning theory the ERM
principle plays a crucial role.

The structural risk minimization (SRM) inductive principle is a develop-
ment of ERM that is intended to minimize the risk functional with respect
to the empirical risk and the confidence interval. The SRM principle defines
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a trade-off between the quality of the approximation of the given data and
the complexity of the approximating function. The choice of appropriate
function have to be done using SRM principle in the the neighborhood of
a given point x0 taken from empirical data. In that neighborhood a non-
negative function K(x, x0;β) can be defined that depends on the point x0,
locality parameter β ∈ (0,∞) and satisfies two conditions:

(16) 0 ≤ K(x, x0;β) ≤ 1,K(x0, x0;β) = 1

(e.g., hard threshold and soft threshold functions at figure 3 meet these
criteria).

Figure 3. Examples of neighborhood functions: (a) shows a
hard-threshold neighborhood function and (b) shows a soft-
threshold neighborhood function.

A value can be defined over probability measure of x data points

(17) K(x0, β) =

∫
K(x, x0;β)dF (x)

For the set of functions f(x, α), α ∈ Λ, the set of loss functions Q(z, α), α ∈
Λ can be chosen. And the goal would be to minimize the local risk functional

(18) R(α, β;x0) =

∫
L(y, f(x, α))

K(x, x0;β)

K(x0;β)
dF (x, y)

over both the set of functions f(x, α), α ∈ Λ, and different neighborhoods
of the point x0 (defined by parameter β in situations where the probability
measure F (x, y) is unknown, but the IID examples (x1, y1), ..., (xl, yl) are
available. The local risk minimization approach has an advantage when on
the basis of the given structure on the set of functions it is impossible to
approximate well the desired function using a given number of observations.
However, it may be possible to provide a reasonable local approximation to
the desired function at any point of interest. The probability measure F (x)
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(11) according to which IID observations are chosen in formulas 17 and
18 is unknown on given TD, and it’s estimation is an inverse statistical
problem. Vapnik offers a number of approaches how to properly estimate
F (x). But in the case of initial GDC improvement, it would be enough to
use the Lebesgue measure for the same purpose. If neighborhood family
of functions satisfy conditions 16, the definition of the value 17 could be
simplified as follows:

(19) x ∈ D(K(x, x0;β)) : K(x0, β) =

∫
K(x, x0;β)dx

4. Chapter 3. Improvement of GDCs

As can be seen from the description of GDCs, the main components in the
formulas for their computation (6) are the sums of discrete values of binary
inputs (8-10). The idea of this manuscript is to introduce the possibility of
using continuous families of functions to approximate input values. Such
functions could be used in calculation of GDCs and, given the appropriate
choice of them, would help to provide even better discriminating abilities
for ARS. The functions would be chosen according to the way that their
maximum (and neighbourhood) in given domain of TD would approximate
the real values of input vectors. The domains would be adjusted whether the
feature has positive or negative value. For example, exponential family of
functions can be used for data vector point approximation. In this case, the
neighbourhood of the maximum of each function will correspond to input
vectors, and the rest parts of the function - to absence of data. This would
discriminate TD into specific domains that would be used as integration
limits in GDCs calculation. Using this approach, families of functions would
be chosen instead of discrete values and will provide more flexibility for
GDCs calculations.

The values Pmk (9) and Nm
k (10) provide sums of appropriate outputs of

BBIs, whereas Qm (8) is a normalizing measure in formulas 6. Consider the
following family of neighborhood functions (example at figure 3b):

(20) KGDC(x, x0;β) = e
− (x−x0)

2

β2

that satisfies conditions 16.
Such functions can be used to approximate vectors from TD in the neigh-

borhood of input points x0. Note that now x0 cannot be the output values
of LBS (equation 7) (since that outputs are bipolar binary only) and would
be real values selected from DLBCRs or some other discriminative ranges:
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(21)

∀m ∈ {1, ...,M}, ∀n ∈ {1, ..., Q}, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,K}, νn : Cνn ⊂ Cm, νnr ∈ R = [Lkm, P
k
m] :

x0 = νnr

The following values would be modifications of equations 9, 10 and 8 re-
spectively:

(22) KPmk (x0, β) =

∫
x ∈ {νnr ∈ R,CR ∪ Cm}

KGDC(x, x0;β)dx

(23) KNm
k

(x0, β) =

∫
x ∈ {νnr /∈ R,CR ∪ Cm}

KGDC(x, x0;β)dx

(24) KQm =

∫
x ∈ {νnr ∈ R,CR ∩ Cm}

dx

The continuous GDCs will assume the following form:

(25)

dKnk+ =


KPm

k
(x0,β)

KQm
∑M

h=1∧h6=m(1−
K
Ph
k

(x0,β)

K
Qh

) if x0 ∈ {νnr ∈ R,CR ∪ Cm}

0 if x0 ∈ {νnr /∈ R,CR ∪ Cm}

dKnk− =


KNm

k
(x0,β)

KQm
∑M

h=1∧h6=m(1−
K
Nh
k

(x0,β)

K
Qh

) if x0 ∈ {νnr /∈ R,CR ∪ Cm}

0 if x0 ∈ {νnr ∈ R,CR ∪ Cm}

Further process of ARS and MSS construction would continue similarly
to the original one. All the adjustments which should be done are due
to the mentioned fact that BBIs of LBS would no longer be used. The
ARN outputs and inter-neuron weight factors 2-5 would be changed in the
following way:
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xKi = fARi (νnr ∈ Ri, xKp) = w
xKp
0 xKp +

∑
j∈{kn}

wxjKiνnj(26)

dKARp0 =
∑
j∈J

dKj(27)

w
ARp
0 =

dKARp0∑
j∈{kn} dKj

(28)

wARrj =


νnr dKnk+∑
j∈{kn} dKj

if νnr ∈ R,CR ∪ Cm
νnr dKnk−∑
j∈{kn} dKj

if νnr /∈ R,CR ∪ Cm
(29)

The equation 26 define the output value of an individual ARN, where Ri
is a discriminative range selected from DLBCRs and xKp is an output of an

ARN from previous layer. w
xKp
0 is a propagated weighted sum of GDCs from

previous layers and is calculated according to 28. Equation 29 represents
the combined weights of every input value from selected range Ri.

Next, the process of classifying GDCs with AECs calculation takes place.
The difference from original algorithm will be that the feature values are
treated directly without lossy binary conversion.

5. Conclusion

In order to demonstrate the example of improved GDCs calculation, Iris
dataset and DLBCRs from Hozyk’s study (shown at figure 2) were used.
The GDCs that were calculated according to suggested equations 25 are
demonstrated at tables 5-5 (empty cells represent zero values). SONN-3
GDCs are presented at table 5 for comparison. The continuous GDCs were
computed using double exponential transformation for integration of 22-23
and β2 = 0.5.

Although the GDCs representations bear similarities, the difference to
calculation approach results in different evaluation of DLBCRs discrimi-
nation properties. Some ranges become not useful (R = [4.50; 4.50], for
example) as integration limits and thus not contributing to GDCs.

Hozyk’s SONN-3 is a powerful approach in the field of construction ANNs.
It provides proper discrimination and feature extraction abilities, and was
demonstrated to be effective in both computational and practical sense. The
concept of GDCs, serving the basic parameters of SONNs architecture estab-
lishment, is a good way for TD preprocessing. However, the approximation
ability might be improved in general by utilizing the means of statistical
learning theory, ERM and SRM principles, in particular. Thus, given the
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(a) New GDCs for Setosa class from Iris dataset

(b) New GDCs for Versicolor class from Iris dataset

(c) New GDCs for Virginica class from Iris dataset

(d) Hozyk’s representation of calculated GDCs
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proper choice of local neighborhood functions and discriminative ranges, the
GDCs would receive abilities of better discriminating TD (since the func-
tions would fit better for input vectors). The problem of proper probability
measure F (x) selection remains, however, and should be done by utilizing
SRM approach, which should take in account the bounds and VC dimension
limitations.
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